CONCRETE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1.)Pour concrete, add “slopes” as required. Keep in mind that the “slopes” is not an exact science. Be
sure that the concrete is cured (1-2 weeks) and dry.
2.)Place sleeves in position to cut your holes in the concrete. The holes should be 2-3 foot from the
edge of the putting surface. . The recommended distance between the walls and the cups is NO
LESS than 2’ , this allows you to stand near the walls and putt away from it.
3.)Cut the holes-place sleeves in making sure they are level in both directions and even with the
concrete. Use mortar mix to set.
4.)When you receive your turf, you want to open the roll up outside your house and let it “relax” for a
couple of hours or ideally overnight. Make sure it stays dry. It is recommended that you do this
around midday as that is the warmest time of the day.
5.)When you see that the turf has „relaxed‰ and is lying down, you need to cut the turf lengths you
need for your job.

Place your roll in the area and again, allow to relax for a few minutes.
Roll it out in the area and start “fine cutting” the turf.
If just one width is necessary - lay out, chalks out and shape per your drawing
and cut before cementing.
Should more than one width be required overlap 3” cut seam edges, chalk outline and cement
down starting with center seam. DO NOT MOVE THE TURF ˆ lay back 1/3 and 1/3rd.
Cement down and roll with line roller ˆ center to outside. Be sure to roll out any wrinkles or
bubbles. Continue with the next third and finish with the final third.
Trowel exterior of turf with adhesive (Example Henrys #663 or similar) Always have mineral
spirits on hand for clean up.

6.)When this is completed, let the green sit for 3-4 hours to make sure there are NO BUBBLES.
7.)You are now ready to cut the holes. Using a regular carpet knife, “x” out the hole, then cut each of
the four (4) pieces (formed when “x’ing” out the hole), with great care. This cutting process is very
important as you need to make a very „clean‰ cut. Use new edge of blade for every hole. Use the
inside of the cup as your guideline to make this cut.
8.)Place the cups inside the sleeves ˆ add pole assemblies and happy golfing!

